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The Ruby Red Trilogy Jul 01 2022 The Ruby Red Trilogy: Ruby Red, Sapphire Blue, and Emerald Green This internationally
bestselling series follows Gwyneth Shepherd, a girl with a time-traveling secret. Traipsing through past centuries, juggling a
potential romance, and unlocking her destiny, Gwen has her work cut out for her. Ruby Red: Gwen has always known that her
family is different—the women, in particular. As time travelers, they are no strangers to the possibility of the impossible. But
even they are't expecting it when Gwen shows signs of being a time traveler rather than her cousin Charlotte. Thrust into a
world she should have been excluded from, Gwen is introduced to Gideon, a fellow traveler. Although the two don't get along,
something other than annoyance might be brewing under the surface. As Gwen masters her new ability, she learns more abou
therself than she ever could have imagined. Sapphire Blue: Gwen has joined the ranks of the Circle of Twelve, a secret society
of chosen time travelers. As the Ruby, Gwen is tasked with finding travelers in the past, all while delving into prophecies and
trying to read the mixed signals that Gideon, the Diamond of the Circle, has been sending. With the help of her best friend, a
ghost, and a gargoyle demon, Gwen seeks to unearth the truth behind the Circle—a truth that has been actively hidden from
her. Emerald Green: Crushed to learn that Gideon may have been deceiving her all along, Gwen has to move forward
nonetheless. She has more than enough on her plate: her distrust of Count Saint-Germain, founder of the Circle of Twelve,
who wants Gwen to finish collecting blood from the other chosen travelers; the chronograph, a device which will close the
Circle if she succeeds; and the resistance she meets at every turn as she seeks more knowledge. With much more to be
revealed, Gwen must race against the clock to fulfill her destiny—before it's too late. Includes bonus chapters from Kerstin Gier
Dream a Little Dream!
Something Strange and Deadly Jan 03 2020 New York Times bestselling author Susan Dennard adds a “never before in print”
e-novella and a gorgeous new cover to the first book in the Something Strange and Deadly trilogy. Perfect for fans of
Cassandra Clare's Infernal Devices series. Sixteen-year-old Eleanor Fitt’s brother is missing. After discovering the Dead are
rising and wreaking havoc in Philadelphia, she knows that her brother is involved. So Eleanor enlists the help of the SpiritHunters. This motley crew, hired to protect the city from supernatural forces, is after the necromancer who has been
reanimating corpses. Their skills can save her brother. Yet as Eleanor spends time with the Spirit-Hunters and their handsome
inventor, Daniel, the situation becomes dire. Now not only is her reputation at risk, but her very life hangs in the balance. In
Something Strange and Deadly, Susan Dennard weaves together beautifully imagined scenes of action, adventure, and vivid
Victorian life to create an entertaining steampunk tapestry of humor, horror, and romance. Readers will be intrigued from the
start.
Rebel Dec 14 2020 *The book you've all been waiting for - the incredible conclusion to the Legend series* Respect the
Legend. Idolize the Prodigy. Celebrate the Champion . . . But never underestimate the Rebel. Eden Wing may be a top student
at his academy in Ross City, Antarctica, but most people still know him only as Daniel Wing's little brother. A decade ago,
Daniel was known as Day, the boy from the streets who led a revolution that saved the Republic of America. But these days,
he's all to ready to leave his past behind. As the two brothers struggle to accept who they've each become, a new danger
creeps into the distance that's grown between them, and Eden soon finds himself drawn so far into Ross City's dark side, even
his legendary brother can't save him. At least, not on his own . . . With unmatched suspense and her signature cinematic
storytelling, #1 New York Times-bestselling author Marie Lu plunges readers back into the unforgettable world of Legend for a
truly grand finale.
Dream a Little Dream Sep 22 2021 Mysterious doors with lizard-head knobs. Talking stone statues. A crazy girl with a
hatchet. Yes, Liv's dreams have been pretty weird lately. Especially the one where she's in a graveyard at night, watching four
boys conduct dark magic rituals. The strangest part is that Liv recognizes the boys in her dream. They're classmates from her
new school in London, the school where she's starting over because her mom has moved them to a new country (again). But
what's really scaring Liv is that the dream boys seem to know things about her in real life, things they couldn't possibly
know—unless they actually are in her dreams? Luckily, Liv never could resist a good mystery, and all four of those boys are
pretty cute....
Lady Gwendolen Investigates Jul 09 2020 Elegant yet feisty, well traveled yet innocent to the world, beautiful yet
modest—prying into others' lives isn't for Lady Gwendolen Warrender. Until murder and mayhem come to Marsden Wood! And
every good sleuth needs a partner. Who better than dashing master of the manor Jocelyn Northbridge? With his touch of
arrogance, intelligent eyes and brooding chivalry, she knows he'll make the perfect accomplice. But soon the renowned
bachelor has more than solving murder in mind. It seems Gwendolen may have uncovered her very own marriage proposal!

Famous Last Words Nov 24 2021 In Famous Last Words by Jennifer Salvato Doktorski, sixteen-year-old Samantha D'Angelo
has death on the brain. Her summer internship at the local newspaper has her writing obituaries instead of soaking up the sun
at the beach. Between Shelby, Sam's boy-crazy best friend; her boss Harry, a true-blue newspaper man; and AJ, her fellow
"intern scum" (aka the cute drummer for a band called Love Gas), Sam has her hands full. But once she figures out what—or
who—is the best part of her summer, will she mess it all up? As Sam learns her way around both the news room and the real
world, she starts to make some momentous realizations about politics, ethics, her family, romance, and most
important—herself.
Ruby Red Aug 02 2022 Gwyneth discovers that she, rather than her well-prepared cousin, carries a time-travel gene, and
soon she is journeying with Gideon, who shares the gift, through historical London trying to discover whom they can trust.
Beyond the Ruby Veil Aug 29 2019 A dark, queer YA fantasy that's perfect for fans of the Three Dark Crowns series. After
Emanuela Ragno kills the one person in Occhia who can create water, she must find a way to save her city from dying of thirst.
Emanuela Ragno always gets what she wants. With her daring mind and socialite schemes, she refuses to be the demure
young lady everyone wants her to be. In her most ambitious move yet, she's about to marry Alessandro Morandi, her
childhood best friend and the heir to the wealthiest house in Occhia. Emanuela doesn't care that she and her groom are both
gay, because she doesn't want a love match. She wants power, and through Ale, she'll have it all. But Emanuela has a secret
that could shatter her plans. In the city of Occhia, the only source of water is the watercrea, a mysterious being who uses
magic to make water from blood. When their first bruise-like omen appears on their skin, all Occhians must surrender
themselves to the watercrea to be drained of life. Everyone throughout history has given themselves up for the greater good.
Everyone except Emanuela. She's kept the tiny omen on her hip out of sight for years. When the watercrea exposes Emanuela
during her wedding ceremony and takes her to be sacrificed, Emanuela fights back . . . and kills her. Now Occhia has no one
to make their water and no idea how to get more. In a race against time, Emanuela and Ale must travel through the
mysterious, blood-red veil that surrounds their city to uncover the secrets of the watercrea's magic and find a way to save their
people -- no matter what it takes.
Emerald Green Feb 25 2022 Gwen has a destiny to fulfill, but no one will tell her what it is. She's only recently learned that
she is the Ruby, the final member of the time-traveling Circle of Twelve, and since then nothing has been going right. She
suspects the founder of the Circle, Count Saint-German, is up to something nefarious, but nobody will believe her. And she's
just learned that her charming time-traveling partner, Gideon, has probably been using her all along. Emerald Green is the
stunning conclusion to Kerstin Gier's Ruby Red Trilogy, picking up where Sapphire Blue left off, reaching new heights of
intrigue and romance as Gwen finally uncovers the secrets of the time-traveling society and learns her fate.
Entwined May 19 2021 An epic story of romance, drama and mythology, for fans of Children of Blood and Bone and Oh My
Gods. For Avery Montgomery, the descendent of a Greek god, turning eighteen is a big deal. Not only is it her ticket to the
Court, the world's most lavish party for descendants, it also unlocks the ability to hear the thoughts of her one true soul mate.
While her birthday looms, Avery finds herself drawn to two royal descendants who couldn't be more different. She hopes her
soulmate will be Carlos, who is charming, handsome and her current obsession, but for some reason she starts to feel a pull to
Vladimir, her best friend's annoying older brother. As Avery finds herself torn, she stumbles upon a dark side of The Court,
which pushes her towards a revelation that will forever alter her past, and her future.
Marie Antoinette, Serial Killer Dec 26 2021 Colette is thrilled in Paris for the first time. But a series of gruesome murders are
taking place around the city. The murder victims are all descendants of people who brought about Marie Antoinette's
beheading. The queen's ghost has been awakened, and now she's wreaking her bloodthirsty revenge. And Colette may just be
one of those descendants...
Queen of Someday Jun 07 2020 A decadent look at one of the most intriguing monarchs in history⋯ “A must read romance!”
~ Serena Chase, Special for USA TODAY Before she can become the greatest empress in history, fifteen-year-old Sophie will
have to survive her social-climbing mother's quest to put her on the throne of Russia--at any cost. Imperial Court holds
dangers like nothing Sophie has ever faced before. In the heart of St. Petersburg, surviving means navigating the political,
romantic, and religious demands of the bitter Empress Elizabeth and her handsome, but sadistic nephew, Peter. Determined
to save her impoverished family--and herself--Sophie vows to do whatever is necessary to thrive in her new surroundings. But
an attempt on her life and an unexpected attraction threatens to derail her plans. Alone in a new and dangerous world,
learning who to trust and who to charm may mean the difference between becoming queen and being sent home in shame to
marry her lecherous uncle. With traitors and murderers lurking around every corner, her very life hangs in the balance.
Betrothed to one man but falling in love with another, Sophie will need to decide how much she's willing to sacrifice in order to
become the empress she is destined to be. In a battle for the soul of a nation, will love or destiny reign supreme? Don't miss
the series dubbed a “must-read romance” by the USA Today and “An entertaining and racy read” by School Library Journal.
Fans of the hit TV show REIGN will devour this scandalous glimpse into the life of one of the most vibrant women in history.
This series is complete with all three books available to read today. Novels in The Stolen Empire Series by Sherry D. Ficklin:
Queen of Someday Queen of Tomorrow Queen of Always Also, check out Sherry D. Ficklin’s new Historical Romance
Series— The Canary Club. The Canary Club (Available October 2, 2017) Glitter and Gold: A Canary Club Anthology (Available
Now) Fresh out of jail, "Bad Luck" Benny is desperate to care for his struggling family, even if that means once again landing
on the wrong side of the law. Masie, the daughter of a wealthy gangster, has the voice of an angel and gun smoke in her
veins. A pawn in her family's bid for control of the city, she turns to an unlikely ally who might be the only person able to spring
her from her gilded cage. Two worlds collide in this compelling story of star-crossed lovers in gritty prohibition-era New York.
Catherine the Great, Historical Romance, Historical Romance Regency, 18th Century Romance, Russian Royalty, Steamy

Historical Romance, Love Triangle, Historical Fiction Biographical, Young Adult Fiction, Royalty Romance
Love, Lucy Mar 17 2021 While backpacking through Florence, Italy, during the summer before she heads off to college, Lucy
Sommersworth finds herself falling in love with the culture, the architecture, the food...and Jesse Palladino, a handsome street
musician. After a whirlwind romance, Lucy returns home, determined to move on from her "vacation flirtation." But just
because summer is over doesn't mean Lucy and Jesse have to be, does it? In this stunning novel, April Lindner perfectly
captures the highs and lows of a summer love that might just be meant to last beyond the season.
Salt & Stone Feb 13 2021 How far would you go to survive? In FIRE & FLOOD, Tella Holloway faced a dangerous trek
through the jungle and a terrifying march across the desert, all to remain a Contender in the Brimstone Bleed for a chance at
obtaining the Cure for her brother. She can't stop - and in SALT & STONE, Tella will have to face the unseen dangers of the
ocean, the breathless cold of a mountain, and twisted new rules in the race. But what if the danger is deeper than that? How
do you know who to trust when everyone's keeping secrets? What do you do when the person you'd relied on most suddenly
isn't there for support? How do you weigh one life against another? The race is coming to an end, and Tella is running out of
time, resources, and strength. At the beginning of the race there were one hundred twenty-two Contenders. As Tella and her
remaining friends start the fourth and final part of the race, just forty-one are left . . . and only one can win. Victoria Scott's
stunning thriller will leave readers' hearts racing!
Dream On Apr 29 2022 Love, secrets, and new dream world threats follow Liv Silver in the sequel to Dream A Little Dream.
Things seem to be going well for Liv Silver: she's adjusting to her new home (and her new family) in London; she has a
burgeoning romance with Henry Harper, one of the cutest boys in school; and the girl who's been turning her dreams into
nightmares, Anabel, is now locked up. But serenity doesn't last for long. It seems that Liv's troubles are far from over—in fact,
suddenly they're piling up. School gossip blogger Secrecy knows all of Liv's most intimate secrets, Henry might be hiding
something from her, and at night Liv senses a dark presence following her through the corridors of the dream world. Does
someone have a score to settle with Liv? Romance, adventure, and danger abound in Dream On, the second book in the
Silver trilogy, another winning, magical fantasy series from Kerstin Gier, the author of the bestselling Ruby Red trilogy. Just
Dreaming, the conclusion to the Silver trilogy, is soon to follow.
Inside the Inferno Sep 30 2019 "On May 1, one of the worst natural disasters in Canada's history struck Fort McMurray. What
began as a small, remote forest quickly became a nightmare for the 90,000 residents of the city. A perfect combination of
weather, geography, and circumstance had created a wildfire that was more dangerous than anyone could have imagined. As
winds drove the flames towards Fort McMurray, the entire city population was ordered to evacuate. When the fire leapt across
the river and started to devour everything in its path, the only people left to face it were the firefighters and support crew tasked
with protecting the city. Born and raised in Fort McMurray, Damian Asher was a fifteen year veteran of the city's fire
department. When the order went out for all firefighters to report for duty, Damian stopped work on his family's house-which he
was building by hand-sent his wife and children out of town, and answered the call. For thirteen straight days, Damian and his
crew were on the frontlines of the fire, battling the blaze wherever it encroached upon the city. As homes burned and embers
rained down around them, Damian and the rest of the Brotherhood barely slept, rushing from hotspot to hotspot as they
struggled to contain the fire. Aid poured in from around the world and the country watched in hope and fear, wondering what
was happening on the streets of Fort McMurray. Finally, after weeks of fighting a wildfire that appeared insatiable, the
Brotherhood managed to regain control of the city. But the fire had more than left its mark - billions of dollars of damage,
exhausted emergency workers, and a scattered citizenry were left in its wake. When Damian's family returned to their home,
they found that it and all of their possessions had been burned to the ground. It seemed as though things would never be the
same. And yet, as the smoke dissipated and the city reunited, there was hope that life would resume in Fort McMurray."-The Coveted Aug 22 2021 ""In places that know more about heaven and hell than we do, you have a reputation, Gabrielle. To
them you are known as the devil's consort."" When a body shows up near Peel Academy, all signs indicate the killer is a
vampire. Ravaged throat, body drained of blood. At least that's all it appears to be when the Politia, the supernatural police
force, assigns Gabrielle to the case. Now it's Gabrielle's job to figure out who did it. But after a second body turns up with the
same lethal wounds, it's clear that a serial killer is stalking the island. The murders have compromised the truce between the
Politia and vampires, and as long as the killer roams free, it is in danger of dissolving. If that happens, no vampire is safe from
persecution, not even Gabrielle. Now Gabrielle must team up with Andre, her soulmate and the one person she's tried to stay
away from, to investigate the murders before the truce dissolves. And keeping her distance is proving to be impossible. But
Gabrielle has a bigger problem. The world of the dead know about her, and their whispers hint that something is coming for
her. And it's coming soon.
Once a Witch Oct 12 2020 Tamsin is raised believing that she alone in her witch family lacks a magical "Talent," but when her
sister is taken by an old rival of the family in an attempt to change the balance of power, Tamsin discovers her true destiny.
Emerald Green May 31 2022 Since learning she is the Ruby, the final member of the time-traveling Circle of Twelve, nothing
has gone right for Gwen and she holds suspicions about both Count Saint-German and Gideon, but as she uncovers the
Circle's secrets she finally learns her own destiny.
Loop Sep 10 2020 At a school where Quantum Paradox 101 is a required course and history field trips are literal, sixteen yearold time traveler Bree Bennis excels...at screwing up. After Bree botches a solo midterm to the 21st century by accidentally
taking a boy hostage (a teensy snafu), she stands to lose her scholarship. But when Bree sneaks back to talk the kid into
keeping his yap shut, she doesn't go back far enough. The boy, Finn, now three years older and hot as a solar flare, is
convinced he's in love with Bree, or rather, a future version of her that doesn't think he's a complete pain in the arse. To make
matters worse, she inadvertently transports him back to the 23rd century with her. Once home, Bree discovers that a recent

rash of accidents at her school are anything but accidental. Someone is attacking time travelers. As Bree and her temporal
tagalong uncover seemingly unconnected clues—a broken bracelet, a missing data file, the art heist of the millennium—that
lead to the person responsible, she alone has the knowledge to piece the puzzle together. Knowledge only one other person
has. Her future self. But when those closest to her become the next victims, Bree realizes the attacker is willing to do anything
to stop her. In the past, present, or future.
The Occasional Diamond Thief Jun 27 2019 On his deathbed, Kia's father discloses a secret to her alone: a magnificent and
unique diamond he has been hiding for years. Fearing he stole it, she too keeps it secret. She learns it comes from the distant
colonized planet of Malem, where her father caught the illness that eventually killed him. Now she is even more convinced he
stole it, as it is illegal for any off-worlder to possess a Malemese diamond. When 16-yr-old Kia is training to be a translator, she
is co-opted by a series of events into travelling as a translator to Malem. Using her skill in languages ? and another skill she
picked up after her father?s death, the skill of picking locks - she unravels the secret of the mysterious gem and learns what
she must do to set things right: return the diamond to its original owner. But how will she find out who that is when no one can
know that she, an off-worlder, has a Malemese diamond? And how can she bear to part with this last link to her father? Kia is
quirky, with an ironic sense of humour and a loner. Her sidekick, Agatha, is hopeless in languages and naive to the point of
idiocy in Kia's opinion, but possesses the wisdom and compassion Kia needs.
The Care and Handling of Roses With Thorns Aug 10 2020 Winner of the ALA Reading List Award Difficult and obstinate.
Thriving under a set of specific and limited conditions. That pretty much describes me. Maybe that’s why I like these roses so
much. Roses are Galilee Garner’s passion. An amateur breeder, she painstakingly cross-pollinates her plants to coax out new,
better traits, striving to create a perfect strain of her favorite flower, the Hulthemia. Her dream is to win a major rose
competition and one day have her version of the bloom sold in the commercial market. Gal carefully calibrates the rest of her
time to manage the kidney failure she’s had since childhood, going to dialysis every other night, and teaching high school
biology, where she is known for her exacting standards. The routine leaves little room for relationships, and Gal prefers it that
way. Her roses never disappoint her the way people have. Then one afternoon, Riley, the teenaged daughter of Gal’s
estranged sister, arrives unannounced to live with her, turning Gal’s orderly existence upside down. Suddenly forced to adjust
to each other’s worlds, both will discover a resilience they never knew they had and a bond they never knew they needed.
Tarnished Empire Nov 12 2020 DEFIANCE IS TREASON. TREASON IS DEATH. A siege is laid against the last resistance to
the Senate’s rule. As the battle rages, a commander, a soldier, and a rebel will decide how far they are willing to go for victory.
THE COMMANDER Marcus is forced to choose between destroying the rebel forces and liberating his legion. He must face
the true cost of being a leader. And an oppressor. THE SOLDIER Agrippa sets his sights on glory to fill the deepening void
within him. He discovers that the price of fame might not just be paid in blood, it might be paid by his heart. THE REBEL
Silvara joins the rebel forces to fight against the legions who would see her family dead. While she dreams of being a warrior,
she finds her sharpest weapon is seduction. But to defeat the Empire, she’ll have to betray the young man who now has her
heart. Inspired by the harsh world of ancient Rome, readers are obsessed with this martial tale of fiery romance, friendship,
and enmity. Told from three points of view, TARNISHED EMPIRE is filled with twists you’ll never see coming but will keep you
turning the pages all night. TARNISHED EMPIRE is set in the world of Danielle L. Jensen’s DARK SHORES. But readers new
to the world can begin here.
Sapphire Oct 24 2021 By the second half of the twentieth century, a new branch of materials science had come into being —
crystalline materials research. Its appearance is linked to the emergence of advanced technologies primarily based on single
crystals (bulk crystals and films). At the turn of the last century, the impending onset of the “ceramic era” was forecasted. It
was believed that ceramics would play a role comparable to that of the Stone or Bronze Ages in the history of civilization.
Naturally, such an assumption was hypothetical, but it showed that ceramic materials had evoked keen interest among
researchers. Although sapphire traditionally has been considered a gem, it has developed into a material typical of the
“ceramic era.” Widening the field of sapphire application necessitated essential improvement of its homogeneity and working
characteristics and extension of the range of sapphire products, especially those with stipulated properties including a preset
structural defect distribution. In the early 1980s, successful attainment of crystals with predetermined char- teristics was
attributed to proper choice of the growth method. At present, in view of the fact that the requirements for crystalline products
have become more str- gent, such an approach tends to be insufficient. It is clear that one must take into account the
physical–chemical processes that take place during the formation of the real crystal structure, i.e., the growth mechanisms and
the nature and causes of crystal imperfections.
Gideon the Cutpurse Oct 31 2019 Ignored by his father and sent to Derbyshire for the weekend, twelve-year-old Peter and his
new friend, Kate, are accidentally transported back in time to 1763 England where they are befriended by a reformed cutpurse.
200,000 first printing. $200,000 ad/promo.
Sapphire Blue Nov 05 2022 Gwen's life has been a rollercoaster since she discovered she was the Ruby, the final member of
the secret time-traveling Circle of Twelve. In between searching through history for the other time-travelers and asking for a bit
of their blood (gross!), she's been trying to figure out what all the mysteries and prophecies surrounding the Circle really mean.
At least Gwen has plenty of help. Her best friend Lesley follows every lead diligently on the Internet. James the ghost teaches
Gwen how to fit in at an eighteenth century party. And Xemerius, the gargoyle demon who has been following Gwen since he
caught her kissing Gideon in a church, offers advice on everything. Oh, yes. And of course there is Gideon, the Diamond. One
minute he's very warm indeed; the next he's freezing cold. Gwen's not sure what's going on there, but she's pretty much
destined to find out. Sapphire Blue is the second book in the Ruby Red Trilogy from Kerstin Gier.
A Second Match Jan 15 2021 Recently widowed Gwendolyn Tarrant vows never to share her heart with another man, but she

finds her match in the rakish Marquess of Warrick, a man determined to win the only woman who has ever spurned him.
Original.
Lancelot and Guinevere Feb 02 2020 Gwen is mistaken for Morgana and kidnapped by the savage outlaw Hengist. Uther
refuses to pay her ransom so Arthur defies his father, heading out into dangerous enemy territory to fight for Gwen's freedom.
Merlin suspects Arthur's devotion to Gwen is more than just that of a prince to one of his subjects. But how will Arthur react
when he finds Gwen is not alone in Hengist's castle? She and Lancelot have found each other again, and powerful feelings
have been rekindled . . .
One Last Spring Jun 19 2021 Wales, 1884. The village of Llanwddyn will soon be razed in the name of progress. Alone after
her brother leaves for the high seas and torn between her love for a gentle blacksmith and a prosperous young Englishmen,
young Gwen has little time to determine what course her heart will follow. With time running out for her beautiful Llanwddyn,
will love come too late?
The Shadow Society Jul 29 2019 Sixteen-year-old Darcy Jones knows little about her past except that she was abandoned
outside a Chicago firehouse at age five, but when the mysterious Conn arrives at her high school, she begins to discover
things about her past that she is not sure
Girl about Time Mar 29 2022 Every family has secrets. But what do you do if you find out that you are the family secret?
That's what happens to Gwyneth when she finds out that she's inherited the family time-travelling gene. One moment she's
doing her homework, the next she's transported to turn of the century London. It's enough to make any girl dizzy. And she
discovers she's not the only time-traveler in the world. She's stuck between the centuries with a gorgeous boy - while being
pursued by a sinister secret society determined to change the past.
Two in the Saddle (Mills & Boon Temptation) Apr 17 2021 The Wrangler Travis Evans loved beautiful women–and Gwen
Hawthorne was defintely a beauty. But before he could make Gwen his, another tiny female stole his heart.
Fallen Jan 27 2022 Suspected in the death of her boyfriend, seventeen-year-old Luce is sent to a Savannah, Georgia, reform
school where she meets two intriguing boys and learns the truth about the strange shadows that have always haunted her.
For Every Solution, a Problem Jul 21 2021 Frustrated and hopeless, Gerri writes honest farewell letters to everyone she
knows before she tries to end it all, but when her suicide attempt fails, Gerri is forced to face everyone she has offended with
her final words.
A Castle in the Clouds Dec 02 2019 Witty and charming, New York Times-bestselling author Kerstin Gier's contemporary
young adult novel A Castle in the Clouds follows a girl as she navigates secrets, romance, and danger in an aging grand hotel.
Way up in the Swiss mountains, there's an old grand hotel steeped in tradition and faded splendor. Once a year, when the
famous New Year's Eve Ball takes place and guests from all over the world arrive, excitement returns to the vast hallways.
Sophie, who works at the hotel as an intern, is busy making sure that everything goes according to plan. But unexpected
problems keep arising, and some of the guests are not who they pretend to be. Very soon, Sophie finds herself right in the
middle of a perilous adventure—and at risk of losing not only her job, but also her heart.
Girl in a Blue Dress Mar 05 2020 Beloved writer Alfred Gibson's funeral is taking place at Westminster Abbey, and Dorothea,
his wife of twenty years has not been invited. Gibson's will favours his many children and secret mistress over Dorothea - who
was sent away from the family home when their youngest was still an infant. Dorothea has not left her apartment in years, but
when she receives a surprise invitation to a private audience with Queen Victoria, she is shocked to find she has much in
common with Her Highness. With renewed confidence Dorothea is spurred to examine her past and confront not only her
family but the pretty young actress Miss Ricketts.
Sapphire Blue Oct 04 2022 Gwen's life has been a rollercoaster since she discovered she was the Ruby, the final member of
the secret time-traveling Circle of Twelve. In between searching through history for the other time-travelers and asking for a bit
of their blood (gross!), she's been trying to figure out what all the mysteries and prophecies surrounding the Circle really mean.
At least Gwen has plenty of help. Her best friend Lesley follows every lead diligently on the Internet. James the ghost teaches
Gwen how to fit in at an eighteenth century party. And Xemerius, the gargoyle demon who has been following Gwen since he
caught her kissing Gideon in a church, offers advice on everything. Oh, yes. And of course there is Gideon, the Diamond. One
minute he's very warm indeed; the next he's freezing cold. Gwen's not sure what's going on there, but she's pretty much
destined to find out.
Just Dreaming Apr 05 2020 The course of dream travel never did run smooth—at least, not in Liv Silver's experience. Able to
visit other people's dreams (whether they want her to or not), Liv has solved mysteries, unearthed difficult truths, fought
madmen, and escaped life-threatening peril, all from the comfort of her own bed. But Liv's troubles are just beginning... A rocky
romance, a malicious blogger with a hidden identity, a wedding, and a classmate (or two) dead-set on revenge all await Liv in
this action-packed conclusion to the Silver trilogy.
Kushiel's Dart May 07 2020 A nation born of angels, vast and intricate and surrounded by danger... a woman born to
servitude, unknowingly given access to the secrets of the realm... Born with a scarlet mote in her left eye, Ph dre n Delaunay
is sold into indentured servitude as a child. When her bond is purchased by an enigmatic nobleman, she is trained in history,
theology, politics, foreign languages, the arts of pleasure. And above all, the ability to observe, remember, and analyze.
Exquisite courtesan, talented spy... and unlikely heroine. But when Ph dre stumbles upon a plot that threatens her homeland,
Terre d'Ange, she has no choice. Betrayed into captivity in the barbarous northland of Skaldia and accompanied only by a
disdainful young warrior-priest, Ph dre makes a harrowing escape and an even more harrowing journey to return to her people
and deliver a warning of the impending invasion. And that proves only the first step in a quest that will take her to the edge of
despair and beyond. Ph dre n Delaunay is the woman who holds the keys to her realm's deadly secrets, and whose courage

will decide the very future of her world. Not since Dune has there been an epic on the scale of Kushiel's Dart-a massive tale
about the violent death of an old age and the birth of a new. It is a novel of grandeur, luxuriance, sacrifice, betrayal, and deeply
laid conspiracies. A world of cunning poets, deadly courtiers, deposed rulers and a besieged Queen, a warrior-priest, the
Prince of Travelers, barbarian warlords, heroic traitors, and a truly Machiavellian villainess... all seen through the unflinching
eyes of an unforgettable heroine. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
The Ruby Red Trilogy Boxed Set Sep 03 2022 Discovering that she carries a time-traveling gene, Gwen learns that she is a
part of a society called "The Circle of Twelve," causing her to jump around historical London in order to uncover other time
travelers and their secrets.
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